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Abstract 
Image restoration problems are one of the challenging problems in image process-
ing. Usually, they can be transformed into problems of solving a linear system 
Too = b where T is a block-Toeplitz or near-block-Toeplitz matrix. However, 
for many of these problems, the size of the matrix T is usually very large. For 
instance, if we are going to manipulate a 1024-by-1024 pixel image, then T is 
of the order 1024^-by-1024^. To solve such problems, our existing sequential 2-
Dimensional Toeplitz Solver written in MATLAB is already very fast but it still 
cannot deblur large images in real time. In this thesis, we therefore consider 
employing parallel computing techniques to speed up the solver. The thesis is 
organized as follows. In Chapter 1，we will give a general framework in parallel 
computing. A brief review of recent developments of parallel architectures will 
also be mentioned. An introduction to image processing will follow in Chapter 
2. The Toeplitz Least Squares Problems arising from image restoration and the 
regularization will both be discussed there. Finally, we will discuss our paral-
lel implementation of the 2-Dimensional Toeplitz Solver in Chapter 3. A parallel 
package implemented on a MasPar SIMD computer which is portable with appro-
priate machine specific changes and easy-to-use will be presented. Performance 
analysis of our implementation will also be addressed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Parallel 
Computing 
In scientific computing, we often encounter problems that require computers with 
huge memory or huge processing power to solve them. We usually call these prob-
lems computational intensive problems or grand challenge problems. They include 
problems in: astronomy, nuclear fusion, climate modeling, computational fluid 
dynamics and neural network simulation. Unfortunately, conventional sequential 
computers may not be able to solve such kind of problems. 
With the advent of parallel computing, it is now feasible to solve some of the 
grand challenge problems. In this chapter, we introduce the general framework 
in parallel computing. The outline of the chapter is as follows. In §1.1, we give 
a brief review on some parallel computer models. In §1.2, we introduce different 
possible forms of parallelism. Finally, some related issues in doing performance 
evaluation for any parallel applications are addressed in §1.3. 
7 
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1.1 Parallel Computer Models 
There are many different ways to classify parallel computers. For instance, one 
can classify parallel computers based on the following two criteria: 
1. Memory Management, 
2. Instruction and Execution Flows. 
If we solely base on criterion 1, two large classes of parallel computers emerge, 
namely, the Shared Memory Model and the Distributed Memory Model. 
Shared Memory Model refers to the kind of multiprocessors with all its 
processors sharing access to a common memory bank through an interconnection 
network, see Figure 1.1. However, only one processor can access the shared 
memory location at a time and hence cache coherence will be an important issue. 
A special kind of this model is called the Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP). For 
SMPs, all processors will have equally fast (i.e., symmetric) access to the memory. 
The advantage is that it would be easy for developing parallel programs on SMPs. 
But it has the drawback that the scalability would be rather limited. In fact, they 
are usually scalable up to 64 processors only. One example of SMPs is the SGI 
PowerChallenge. 
Distributed Memory Model refers to the kind of multicomputers with all 
its processors operating independently but each has its own private memory. The 
data is shared across a communication network using message passing, see Figure 
1.2. Unlike the SMPs, it is much more scalable. However, developing parallel 
programs on distributed memory machines would become more difficult. 
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of Shared Memory Model 
(PE=Processor Element, M=Memory) 
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Figure 1.2: Architecture of Distributed Memory Model 
(PE=Processor Element, M=Memory) 
Now, we consider classifying parallel computers based on the second criterion. 
According to Flynn's Taxonomy, we have the following parallel computer models: 
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• Single Instruction Single Data Stream (SISD) 
• Single Instruction Multiple Data Stream (SIMD) 
• Multiple Instruction Single Data Stream (MISD) 
• Multiple Instruction Multiple Data Stream (MIMD) 
Note that SISD machine is just the von Neumann sequential computer and MISD 
machine does not exist in our real world. Therefore, we only describe the SIMD 
and MIMD models here. 
SIMD Model: A SIMD machine is a parallel computer with all its processing 
units supervised by the same control unit, see Figure 1.3. In particular, each 
processing unit executes the same instruction concurrently but on different data 
elements. Furthermore, the processors are coordinated in a lockstep fashion. 
We remark that SIMD machine is a kind of distributed memory machines. An 
example of SIMD machine is the MasPar MP-1. 
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Figure 1.3: Architecture of SIMD 
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M I M D Model: Note that MIMD machine can be of shared memory or dis-
tributed memory. Here, we are only interested in the one with distributed memory 
and we call it the Distributed MIMD. More precisely, Distributed MIMD machine 
refers to a parallel computer where each processor can perform any operation 
regardless of what the other processors are doing. In other words, all processors 
can be operated asynchronously. This can be accomplished by the individual 
control unit available at each processor, see Figure 1.4. Typical examples which 
belong to this class include the IBM SP2, the Cray T3E and the Intel Paragon. 
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Figure 1.4: Architecture of Distributed MIMD 
Before ending up this session, we would like to mention one more special kind 
of parallel computers, the Massively Parallel Processors (MPP). MPP usually 
refers to the kind of fast distributed memory machines with over thousands of 
processors. Hence it gives a promising power of scalability. In fact, recent de-
velopment of parallel computing has made it possible to merge the technology of 
MPP and SMP together giving a new parallel architecture — Scalable Symmet-
ric Multiprocessors (S2MP). More precisely, S2MP refers to a parallel computer 
which is physically an MPP but logically a SMP. Consequently, S2MP provides 
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us a scalable parallel environment where programming is easy to be carried out. 
The Origin 2000 is an example of this architecture. 
A concise summary of our global classification of parallel computers is depicted 
in Figure 1.5. 
Parallel Computers 
遍 
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Figure 1.5: Global Classification of Parallel Computers 
1.2 Forms of Parallelism 
In this section, we describe two main forms of parallelism: the Data Parallelism 
and the Task Parallelism. 
Data Parallelism: This kind of parallelism involves the partitioning of data 
among different processors, each of which performs the same operations on its 
own data subset. One obvious example that exhibits this parallelism is the com-
putation of the dot product of two vectors. 
While data distribution is the key for exploiting data parallelism, choosing a 
suitable kind of data distribution is of vital importance, for it has direct impact on 
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the performance ofthe parallel algorithm. Suppose we have p processors arranged 
in a 2-dimensional mesh where p = m x n. Denote the (2,j)-th processor by 
P(ij). We now illustrate the idea on several different types of data distribution 
by distributing a matrix T among these p processors: 
1. Block-Block Distribution: Divide T into m x n sub-blocks where each 
sub-block denoted by Ti,j. By assigning each sub-block Ti,j into P(jj), we 
get the block-block distribution, see Figure 1.6. 
2. Cyclic-Cyclic Distribution: Consider an M-hy-N matrix T with entries 
denoted by Uj. Assuming further that M > m and N > n. Then, by 
assigning each entry Uj into P(i mod mj mod n), we obtain the so-called cyclic-
cyclic distribution. 
3. Block-Cyclic Distribution: Consider a matrix T that can be sub-divided 
into M X N sub-blocks with each sub-block denoted by Tij. Assuming 
M > m and N > n again. Then, by assigning each sub-block T(^j) into 
P{i mod m,j mod n) ？ we obtain the hybrid of the aforementioned distributions, 
i.e., the block-cyclic distribution. 
( rji rji rji 、 
0^,0 0^,1 . . . ^0,n-l 
T = Tl，0 Tl,l . . • ^ l ,n - l 
\ ^m-l,0 ^m-l,l • • • ^m-l,n-l / 
Figure 1.6: Block-Block Distribution: Tij ^ 尸(;，》 
We emphasize again that different types of data distribution will incur differ-
ent amount of communication overhead. Therefore, data distribution should be 
taken into consideration when designing any data-parallel algorithms. Certainly, 
the choice may also depend on what kind of parallel architectures we are using. 
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As a final remark, the High Performance Fortran (HPF) is quite a successful 
data-parallel language for achieving data parallelism. It is aimed at minimizing 
the workload of the programmer for doing parallel programming. As long as the 
compiler is smart enough, we can expect a satisfactory performance for using 
data-parallel language. So, the only cost for exploiting data parallelism may be 
the increasing complexity of the compiler technology. 
Task Parallelism: It is also named as Functional Parallelism. This kind 
of parallelism involves the partitioning of a task into several sub-tasks, each of 
which will be performed by different processors. It should be noted that these 
sub-tasks can be completely different but the processors can still solve them 
asynchronously. As a result, it bares an advantage of the flexibility inherent in 
the parallel algorithm. Since the communication among different processors has 
to be handled explicitly by message passing, it would be harder to implement 
this type of parallelism compared to that of data parallelism. 
In fact, this kind of parallelism can be implemented in a master-slave manner. 
For instance, consider we are having p processors for computing the sum of all 
the entries of a vector v. Then, we can choose one of the p processors as the 
master node while leaving the remaining p — 1 processors as the slave nodes. By 
distributing v over the slave nodes, each of them can be responsible for computing 
the partial sum of the entries in v. Finally, the master node can perform a global 
reduction from the slave nodes to obtain the global sum of all the entries in v 
and possibly print out the result ultimately. 
In conclusion, we have presented two main streams of parallelism that one 
could exploit. The right choice depends on what the goal is. However, for ease-
of-programming, data parallelism should be the way to go. 
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1.3 Performance Evaluation 
There are a couple of factors that will limit the performance of a parallel system. 
Therefore, special care has to be taken when designing any parallel algorithms. 
In this section, we discuss the technique for doing performance evaluation for 
parallel systems. Let us begin by introducing the term "speedup" as an indicator 
for the performance gain of parallel processing. 
Definition 1.1 Let 7\ be the execution time required for the best sequential al-
gorithm running on 1 processor and Tp be the execution time required for the 
corresponding parallel algorithm running on p processors. Then, the speedup Sp 
is defined by Sp = Ti|Tp. 
If Sp = p, we say that it is a perfect speedup. However, this can hardly be 
achieved (see §1.3.1 and §1.3.2) both practically and theoretically. In other words, 
Sp < p in general. We emphasize that Sp > p is also possible in some special 
situation, see [21] for instance. In that case, we say that the parallel system has 
achieved a superlinear speedup. Later on, we will see that the speedup Sp is very 
much related to scalability analysis (see §1.3.4). 
1.3.1 Finding Machine Parameters 
As mentioned before, there are some factors that will limit the power of the 
parallel computation. For instance, communication overhead among different 
processors is one of such factors. In this section, we will give a timing model 
accounting for the existence of the communication overhead. 
Ideally, the cost of sending a message from one processor to another processor 
will be governed by two parameters, namely, the start up time ts and the transfer 
time tw. The former one is the time required to initiate a communication and 
the latter one is the time required for transferring a word. We regard tg and t^ j 
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as machine parameters. The time Tmsg required to send a one-hop message of L 
words can be modeled by: 
Tjnsg — tg + tyjL. 
By varying the value of L and measuring the corresponding Tmsg required, one 
can calculate the values of ts and t^ by using least-square fit 
As an example, we construct a message passing test (MPT) and have per-
formed it on the Intel Paragon [19] available at the Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology. The idea of the test is as follows: 
• A master node continuously sends a message to its neighboring node (re-
ceiver) for N times where N = 1000 in our test. (This can be done by using 
the csend command.) 
• The receiver records the total time required to receive all the messages. 
(This can be done by using the crecv and dclock commands.) 
• Finally, the receiver averages the measured time by N and print the result-
ing time out. 
Table 1.1 gives the values of ts and t^ found by the MPT. The code of the MPT 
has also been enclosed for references, see Figure 1.7. 
Machine Name ts x 10—5 t^ x 10—5 
Intel Paragon XP/S 0.32899705378528 0.02263149985247 
Table 1.1: Values of the Machine Parameters 
Note that when performing the MPT, the unit message to be sent is simply a 
complex number. We further remark that it does not matter too much even if 
the message is not a one-hop message. It is because the Intel Paragon employs 
the wormhole routing technique, see [12] for instance. 
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To conclude, finding machine parameters is a very fundamental step for doing 
performance evaluation. Once we know the machine parameters, the bottleneck 
contributed by the communication overhead in a parallel system can be figured 
out. 



















final(i) = dclock()-start 
endif 
enddo 
if (me .ne. 0) then 
total=O.dO 
do i=l,N 
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1.3.2 Amdahl's Law 
While parallel processing provides a mainstream solution for solving grand chal-
lenge problems, we have not yet mentioned how best we could get from parallel 
computation. In this section, we introduce Amdahl's Law which gives us the first 
picture on the best performance gain from parallel processing. 
Theorem 1.1 (Amdahl's Law [22]) No matter how many processors are used, 
the speedup of a parallel system is always limited by its sequential portion of the 
parallel algorithm. 
Proof: Let a (0 < a < 1) be the fraction of the sequential part in the parallel 
system so that the parallelizable portion is of the fraction 1 — a. Assuming that 
there are no communication overhead, the parallelizable portion can therefore 
achieve a perfect speedup. Thus, the speedup Sp would be: 
C _ Ti — Ti — 1 z 1 n 
� = 5 P c ^ T i + ( l _ a ) f ^ T ^ � . 口 
Now, let us consider a parallel program with 10% purely sequential portion. 
According to Amdahl's law, the "speedup" achieved can at most be equal to 
10 regardless of how many processors are used. This sounds very discouraging. 
However, since late 1980s, researchers reported that there has been a considerable 
increases in the performance gain with the use of massively parallel computers. 
Gustafson therefore re-evaluated Amdahl's law and has come up with a solution 
for dealing with this scenario. More precisely, Gustafson argued that the fraction 
(1 — a) should also depend on the number of processors used. In other words, 
there will be a certain kind of parallel algorithms that can be used to increase the 
(parallel) size of the problem. This constitutes the foundation of the Gustafson's 
law which will be introduced next. 
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1.3.3 Gustafson's Law 
Theorem 1.2 (Gustafson,s Law [23]) Let a (t) < a < 1) be the fraction of the 
sequential part in the parallel system so that the parallelizahle portion is of the 
fraction 1 — a. Then, the "speedup“ Sp achieved by running the parallel algorithm 
on a distributed memory machine with p processors will satisfy: 
Sp = a + (1 — a)p. 
Proof: Note that for a distributed memory machine with p processors, the mem-
ory available is p times larger. Assuming that we execute our maximum-size 
problem using the parallel algorithm written for p processors. As all processors 
will compute concurrently, the parallel run time will be Tp — a + (1 — a) 二 1. 
And the sequential run time will be T\ = a + (1 — a)p. The speedup achieved is 
therefore: 
^ Ti a + (1 - a)p . 、 鬥 
Sp = Yp = ^ " ^ ~ ~ ^ = a + ( l - a ) p . • 
Let us consider the same example given in §1.3.2 again, a parallel program with 
10% purely sequential portion. Assuming that we are given a distributed memory 
computer with p processors for executing the parallel program. According to 
Gustafson's law, we can get a scaled "speedup" which will be at least 0.9p. So if 
p = 100, then Sp > 90. As a result, this law gives us a bigger encouragement in 
exploiting parallelism. 
1.3.4 Scalability Analysis 
The term scalability can be viewed as a measure for describing the ability of a par-
allel algorithm to achieve performance proportional to the number of processors 
used. Hence, scalability analysis plays an important role in doing performance 
evaluation for any parallel systems. In this section, we address some metrics for 
measuring the scalability of parallel systems. To this end, it is useful to introduce 
some definitions. 
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Definition 1.2 The efficiency Ep of a parallel system is defined by: 
E, = ^ , 
P 
where Sp is the speedup achieved by using p processors. 
It is easy to see that - < Ejj < 1 if we disregard the case of superlinear speedup, 
P _ — 
see §1.3. For an ideal parallel system, perfect speedup will occur. Consequently, 
Ep = 1 and this reflects that all the processors are being utilized effectively. It 
is worth noting that the efficiency Ep provides us more information about the 
quality of the parallel system than that of the speedup Sp though they both are 
closely related. Now, we are ready to define the scalability of parallel algorithms 
for a fixed problem size. 
Definition 1.3 A parallel algorithm is said to be scalable if the efficiency Ep 
remains bounded below as the number ofprocessors increased. That is, Ep > c > 0 
as p — oo. Here，c is a positive number independent of the problem size. 
Definition 1.4 A parallel algorithm is said to be quasi-scalable if the efficiency 
Ep remains hounded below as the number of processors increased at a specific 
range. That is, Ep > c > 0 for all p G [a, b]. Here, c is a positive number 
independent of the problem size and the interval [a, b] represents the scaling zone 
of the parallel system. 
As we can see, one standard approach to determine the scalability of a parallel 
algorithm is by analyzing how the efficiency Ep varies with p when the problem 
size is fixed. In practice, this can be conducted by plotting a graph of Ep versus 
p and then see whether if the curve is bounded below as p increases. 
Sometimes, we may also want to compare the scalability of several different 
parallel algorithms. For this purpose, we can plot all the curves of Ep versus p 
corresponding to the performance of different parallel algorithms under the same 
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graph. Then, the one having a wider scaling zone will show a better scalability 
than the others. 
Alternatively, one can simply plot the curves of Sp versus p corresponding to 
each parallel algorithm on the same graph. The one that becomes saturated or 
flattened at a rate faster than the others will indicate a poorer scalability. Let 
us give a simple example here. From Figure 1.8, we observe that the curve of 
Algorithm 2 leveled ofF sooner than that of Algorithm 1. Therefore, we conclude 
that Algorithm 1 is more scalable than Algorithm 2. 
Speedup 
• • • • • 
B / ^ ^  
> * • - • * • 
6 声 ^^“~~ Algorithm 1 
； X 
^ ...*--- Algorithm 2 
^ . ‘ ‘~^~—~j^ ^ Number of Processors 
Figure 1.8: Scalability Test For Fixed Size Problem 
So far, we have introduced the scalability analysis for fixed problem size only. 
However, in order to ensure the parallel system to be operated in a productive 
way, it would be more sensible to ask how the problem size have to be scaled with 
the number of processors used so that a constant efficiency can be maintained. 
This concept is known as isoefficiency [20] and it provides us a metric for doing 
scaled problem analysis. Next, we will introduce the isoefficiency function as a 
tool for determining the scalability of parallel systems. Before we go further, it 
is useful to give the definitions for two important terms: the workload and the 
overhead function. 
Definition 1.5 The workload cj{n) of a parallel system is defined by the total 
number of computational steps required in the corresponding best known sequential 
algorithm running on a uniprocessor, where n is the problem size. 
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For simplicity, we usually assume that it takes a unit time to perform one compu-
tational step in the sequential algorithm so that the workload cu{n) will be equal 
to the sequential run time Ti. Hereafter, the analysis is based on this assumption. 
Definition 1.6 The overhead function h{n,p) of a parallel system is defined by: 
h(n,p) =pTp — cj(n), 
where p is the number of processors used, Tp is the parallel run time and co{n) is 
the useful workload depending on the problem size n. 
We remark that the overhead function /i(n,p) actually represents the total over-
head due to interprocessor communication, load imhalancing and any other un-
expected causes. 
By Definition 1.6, it is straightforward to show that: 
u{n)^h{n,p) 
Tp: • (1-1) 
By Definition 1.5 and using the expression of Tp in (1.1), the speedup Sp would 
become: 
= ^ = ^ = + ) P ,1 ?、 
P — Tp - T, - + ) + " (n,p) . … � 
According to Definition 1.2 and the expression of Sp given in (1.2), we can now 
reformulate the efficiency Ep as follows: 
Ep - 7 Lu(n)^h(n,p) i +，’P). ([3) 
o;(n) 
In (1.3), we see that the efficiency Ep can be kept constant provided that the 
term h{n,p)/u{n) can be kept constant as n and p increased simultaneously. If 
this can be achieved, we say that the parallel system is scalable. 
Now, we are going to derive a general form for the isoefficiency function 
associated with the isoefficiency concept. From the result obtained in (1.3), we 
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have: 
E = 1 
P 1 I h{n,p) 
丄卞u;(n) 
h{n,p) — 1 - Ep 
o;(n) Ep jp 
= ^ ^ W = 1 _ �- ^ ( n , p ) -
The workload w(n) can therefore be written as u;(n) = K,h{n,p) where KL is 
constant for a fixed efficiency Ep. A function / ( n ) defined by f{n)=JCh{n,p) is 
called the isoefficiency function. 
Note that a small isoefficiency function (e.g. f(n) = 0{p)) tells us that a small 
increment in the workload w{n) is sufficient to maintain a constant efficiency as 
the number of processors p increased. Consequently, the parallel system is said 
to be highly scalable. In contrast, a large isoefficiency function will indicate that 
the parallel system is poorly scalable. 
To have better understanding on the use of the isoefficiency function, let us 
give an example here. Consider two hypothetical parallel systems P S 1 and P S 2 
with overhead functions /ii(n,p) 二 2pl0g2p + 3nl0g2p and h2{r1,p) = 3pl0g2p + 
2riy/p respectively. Suppose a parallel algorithm has workload w{n) = 0{n l0g2 n) 
under these parallel systems. Then, we can compare the scalability of P S 1 and 
P S 2 in the following way: 
L e t fi{n) a n d / 2 ( n ) b e t h e i s o e f f i c i e n c y f u n c t i o n of P S 1 a n d P S 2 re spec -
t ive ly . T o find / 1 (n) , w e h a v e O ( n l o g 2 n ) = O ( 2 p l o g 2 P + 3 n l o g 2 p ) b y e q u a t -
i n g w{n) a n d 0 ( " i ( n , p ) ) . T h u s , t h e c o n d i t i o n s 0{n l0g2 n)=0{2p l0g2 p) a n d 
0{n l0g2 n)=0{3n l0g2p) will govern the overall asymptotic behaviour of fi{n). 
For this case, both conditions will lead to / i (n ) = O(plog2P). Similarly, for 
finding /2(n), 0{n l0g2 n)=0{3p l0g2 p + 2riy/p) has to be satisfied so that the 
c o n d i t i o n s 0{n l0g2 n)=0{3p l0g2 p) a n d 0{n l0g2 n)=0{2riy/p) w i l l g o v e r n t h e 
overall asymptotic behaviour of /2(n). As we can see, the former condition will 
lead to f2{n)=O{pl0g2p) but the latter condition will lead to f2{n)=O{y/p2^). 
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However, 0 { ^ 2 ^ ) is the higher order term and therefore it gives the overall 
asymptotic behaviour of /2(n). As a result, we get f2 {n )=O{y /p2^) . Since the 
growth rate of / i (n ) is smaller than that of /2(n), we can conclude that the 
proposed parallel algorithm is more scalable in PS1 than in PS2. 
In conclusion, the concept of isoefficiency gives us more valuable insight about 
the behaviour of a parallel algorithm. It is particularly useful in performing the 
scalability analysis under different parallel architectures. 
Chapter 2 
Introduction to Image Processing 
There are many challenging problems in Image Processing, for instance, image 
compression, image enhancement, image restoration and image segmentation. In 
this chapter, we investigate the image restoration problem. More specifically, we 
are interested in the application of "deblurring" images. 
2.1 Image Restoration Problem 
The ultimate goal of image restoration is to reconstruct the original image from 
a given degraded image. The problem will become more complicated if we do not 
know how the original image is blurred. In that case, we may have to employ 
blind deconvolution techniques [13，14]. However, we are not going to study such 
kind of problems here. Instead, we are interested in the kind of problems in which 
the blurring function is known or can be estimated. Applications arising from 
these problems include remote sensing, astronomical speckle imaging and medical 
imaging. Before we proceed any further, let us introduce some definitions. 
26 
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Definition 2.1 An n-by-n matrix T^ is said to be Toeplitz if it is of the form: 
to 亡一1 . • . h-n tl-n 
tl to t-1 t2-n 
T n : \ tl to ••• ； . (2.1) 
tn-2 • . • . t - 1 
tji-l in-2 . . • h to 
In other words, if T^ = {Uj), then tij = ti—j. A sequence of Toeplitz matrices 
{Tyi}^^ can be generated by a function. This function is known as the generating 
function of the Toeplitz matrices and its definition is given below. 
Definition 2.2 Let f be analytic on an open set containing the unit circle \z\ — 1. 
Consider the Laurent series of f on the unit circle, 
00 
/ �= E ^kz-'. 
k=-oo 
Let Too[f] be the infinite Toeplitz matrix with the (j, i)-th entry given by tj—i and 
Tn[f] the n-by-n principle submatrix of Too[f]• Then f is called the generating 
function of the matrix T^[/ . 
As z — ^ ^ for some 0 e JR on the unit circle, f can be expressed as 
00 
m = E he-^e. 
k=-oo 
Thus, tk can also be regarded as the Fourier coefficients of / , i.e., 
1 /-27T 
'^ = v J o 爹 復 
There is a special kind of Toeplitz matrices referred to as circulant matrices. Its 
formal definition is given as follows: 
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Definition 2.3 An n-by-n matrix Cn is said to be circulant if it has the form: 
Co C_1 C _ 2 • . . C2 Ci 
Ci Co C _ i . • . C3 C2 
C2 Ci • . . • . . C3 
Cn = • (2.2) 
• • • • • • \ ‘ 
• • • • • • 
C - 2 C_3 . ‘ . ‘ ‘ • C _ i 
_ C _ i C—2 C_3 • • • Ci Co _ 
That is, Cn is a circulant matrix if it is Toeplitz and its diagonals Cj satisfy 
Cn-j = c—j for 0 < j < n — l. One of the nice features of circulant matrices is that 
they can be diagonalized by Fourier matrix Fn. In other words, Cn = F*KnFn 
where A„ is a diagonal matrix holding the eigenvalues of Cn- Thus, for any 
vector X, the matrix-vector multiplication CnX can be done in 0 (n logn ) op-
erations by using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). Since C~^ — F^A"^F^, the 
product C~^x = F:A:iFnX can also be computed by FFT in 0{n logn) opera-
tions. On the other hand, we can compute the matrix-vector multiplication TnX 
in 0 (n logn) operations as well by simply embedding T„ into a 2n-by-2n circulant 
matrix and then using FFT, see for instance [3]. We are now going to show the 
connection between Toeplitz matrices and image restoration problems. 
In many practical image restoration problems, the image of an object can be 
accurately modeled by the Fredholm Equation of the First Kind: 
roo fOO 
g(l ^) = / / Ht S; a, |3)f{a, p)dadp + 77(e, 6), (2.3) 
J—00 J—00 
where ^((,J) is the degraded image, / ( a , (3) is the original image, the vector 
r;(C, ^ ) represents an additive noise. We will call the function h{^,S]a,p) the 
point spread function (PSF) • Such function actually represents the degradation 
of the image. 
After discretization of (2.3), we get the discrete degradation model: 
g{h j) 二 E E Hh j., K i)f{k, i) + T]{i, j)• 
k=ie=i 
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Or in matrix-vector form, we obtain a linear system of equations: 
9 = Hf + 7], (2.4) 
where g, / , and 7  are n^-by-1 vectors and H is an n^-hy-n^ matrix. This is just 
the square image formulation. However, the discretization is often chosen such 
that the vector g is longer than the vector / . In that case, H will be a rectangular 
m^-by-n^ matrix with m > n. To sum up, the image restoration problem can be 
stated as follows: Given the observed image g, the matrix H which represents 
the blurring function, and possibly some knowledge about the noise distribution 
for the vector 77, compute an approximation to the original image f. 
By writing the PSF as h{^, S; a, /?), h is said to be spatially variant Such 
formulation gives us the most general description of the imaging system. But the 
matrix H generated in (2.4) will then have no special structure. Hence it would 
be much more expensive in solving (2.4). However, for many classical linear image 
restoration problems, h is of the form: 
h{^,8-a,P)^h{^-a,6-f3). 
That means the PSF acts uniformly across the image and object planes. For this 
case, h is said to be spatially invariant and the matrix H generated is a block-
Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block (BTTB) matrix. As a consequence, solving (2.4) will be 
equivalent to solving a Toeplitz Least Squares Problem. Such equivalence will be 
shown in the next section. 
2.1.1 Toeplitz Least Squares Problems 
In this section, we study the Toeplitz Least Squares Problems arising from image 
restoration. For such problems, we want to seek the solution of a least squares 
problem 
mm||6-Tx||2, (2.5) 
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where T is either a rectangular Toeplitz matrix or a rectangular column circulant 
matrix. 
Recall the discrete degradation model given in §2.1. It leads to solving the 
linear system g 二 Hf + 7  where g is the observed image, f is the original image, 
T] represents the noise and H represents the blurring function. Our goal is to 
find f such that ||"||^  = ||^  — Hf\\l with the 2-norm of the noise vector being 
minimized. Consequently, we are solving the Toeplitz Least Squares Problem: 
minWg-HfWl (2.6) 
where H is a rectangular column circulant matrix. 
Now, if we let J{f) = \\g — Hf\\l, then the minimization problem (2.6) is 
equivalent to the minimization of the functional J. To achieve this, we simply 
differentiate J with respect to f and set the result equal to the zero vector, i.e., 
0 T 
—=0 = -2H*{g — H f ) 台 H%g — Hf) = 0 ^ H*Hf = H*g. 
Thus, we have to solve the normal equation: 
H*Hf = H*g. (2.7) 
Unfortunately, it is well-known that the Fredholm integral equations of the first 
kind lead to ill-posed problems. So the matrix H is usually very ill-conditioned. 
For instance, H has condition number K(H) ^ 10® in our numerical examples. 
By applying perturbation theory to the linear system Hf = g, we have 
||/-/|| z , " �l l ^ ^ - ^ l l 
-JIT - _ . n i ^ ， 
--~»^  A 
where H is the perturbation matrix of H and f is the computed solution of 
- - ^ 八 
the perturbed linear system Hf = g. The above error estimate tells us that 
ill-conditioned linear systems are unstable because the solution obtained will be 
highly sensitive to small changes in the coefficient matrix of the original linear sys-
tem. To overcome this ill-conditioning, one can use the method of regularization 
and the technique will be introduced next. 
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2.1.2 The Need For Regularization 
In the previous section, we infer that solving a very ill-conditioned linear system 
will lead to extreme instability of the solution. We therefore need regulariza-
tion. In this section, we are going to introduce the commonly used Tikhonov 
Regularization, see for instance [15 . 
To begin with, we give a general form of the Tikhonov regularization which 
amounts to solving the minimization problem as follows: 
min{Wg - Hf\\l + X^Lf\\l}. (2.8) 
In (2.8), the term ||Z//||| is added with a view to smoothing the solution f. We 
call L the regularization operator. Here, L can be chosen as the identity matrix 
/ , the Laplacian matrix A or any other finite difference operator matrices. As the 
operator L causes the regularized solution to be biased, a scalar A is introduced 
to control the degree of bias. We call A the regularization parameter. 
An alternative formulation of (2.8) can be given by: 
/ \ / „ \ q H 
min - f , (2.9) 
V 0 y V \ L ) 2 
where A is the regularization parameter depending on the noise level. The solution 
f of (2.9) can then be obtained by solving the normal equations: 
{X^L*L + H*H)f = H*g. (2.10) 
Note that it is subtle to find the optimal A. One of the techniques for choosing 
a suitable A is called the L-curve Analysis. The idea is to plot ||L/||2 of the 
regularized solution against the corresponding residual norm \\g — HfW2 in the 
log-log scale. Then the "dip" of the resulting graph will indicate a suitable value 
of A. For details, the readers can refer to [16]. However, we will find A simply by 
trial and error in most of the cases. Anyway, our Parallel 2-Dimensional Toeplitz 
Solver will solve (2.10). The details will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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In the next section, we will give an example of H which is given by a guide 
star image. 
2.1.3 Guide Star Image 
In this section, we introduce the use of guide star image in tackling a problem in 
ground-based astronomy. In ground-based imaging, an observed satellite image is 
blurred due to the presence of atmospheric turbulence. Our discrete degradation 
model of the image restoration problems mentioned in §2.1 is still applicable. 
However, the removal of the blur from the observed satellite image requires the 
knowledge about the blurring operator H. Therefore, we have to find a way to 
form H first. This can be done by using the guide star images. 
More precisely, a guide star image is a point source near the satellite image, 
where it is subjected to nearly the same amount of atmospheric turbulence to that 
of the observed satellite image. A 256-by-256 pixels guide star image is shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
m^^^ n^ 
Figure 2.1: Guide Star Image 
Now, by stacking the rows of the guide star image one by one into a column 
vector, we can get the matrix H. In other words, the guide star image gives the 
first column of H. Using the sample image given in Figure 2.1, H will essentially 
have the following form: 
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丨 " � 0 � 
‘ /l(2) h(l) 
• • » 
嚳 • • 
/ l _ • . • “ � • • • 
H = ‘‘ •• : , (2.11) 
h(255) •.. 





where each sub-block / ^ � is a 256-by-256 circulant matrix. We say that H is a 
rectangular block column circulant matrix with circulant blocks. In fact, H is of 
exact size 130, 816 x 65, 536 in the example given above. It is really a grand chal-
lenge problem for ground-based astronomy. In Chapter 3, we will demonstrate 
how to use our Parallel 2-Dimensional Toeplitz Solver to solve this problem ef-
fectively and efficiently. 
Chapter 3 
Toeplitz Solvers 
This chapter is centered on the mathematical background and the parallel im-
plementation of our Toeplitz Solvers for solving Toeplitz problems. Some of the 
materials is an extract from the proceedings paper "Parallel Implementation of 
2-Dimensional Toeplitz Solver on MasPar with Applications to Image Restora-
tion" [17] by R. Chan and the author of this thesis. 
3.1 Introduction 
A linear system of equations TnX — b is said to be a Toeplitz system if T^ is 
a Toeplitz matrix, see Definition 2.1 in §2.1. Toeplitz solvers are solvers tai-
lored for solving Toeplitz systems efficiently. In this section, we will give some 
mathematical background for implementing our 1-D and 2-D Toeplitz solvers. 
Let us consider the 1-dimensional case first. For the 1-dimensional case, to 
solve the linear system T^x = b where T„ is an n-hy-n Toeplitz matrix, we use 
the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method with T. Chan's circulant 
preconditioner [3]. The construction of T. Chan's circulant preconditioner Cn of 
Tn is defined as follows: 
34 
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‘ ( " ― 力 , … “ , 0 < , < n , 
Cj = 几 — 
Cn+j, 0 < - j < n 
< 
where Cj and tj are the j-th diagonals of Cn and T„ respectively, see (2.1) and 
(2.2). 
X = 0 
r = b 
P = 1 
p = 0 
For i = 1, 2 , . . . 
z - C-ir (*) 
(> = P 
p = z(r 
P = P/P' 
p 二 z + Pp 
q = Tp (*) 
a 二 p/p*q 
X — X + ap 
r = r — ap 
End 
Table 3.1: PCG method 
In Table 3.1，the PCG method is outlined. Recall from Chapter 2 that the 
matrix-vector multiplication can be done in 0{n logn) operations for Toeplitz or 
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Circulant matrices. Therefore, the steps labeled with (*) can be done in 0(n logn) 
operations. As for the other steps in the PCG method, they will only contribute 
0{n) operations. Thus, the total computational cost of the PCG method will be 
of 0 (n logn ) per iteration for the sequential implementation. 
However, the steps labeled with (*) are highly parallelizable because the 
matrix-vector multiplication can be handled by using 1-D FFT and FFT are 
indeed highly parallelizable, see [20] for instance. In addition, other steps like 
vector updating and inner products can also be easily parallelized using data-
parallel paradigm. This gives us the key for parallelizing the PCG method. 
We give next an example for evaluating the performance of our Parallel 1-
D Toeplitz solver implemented on a massively parallel computer (MasPar) with 
8192 processors. We choose T^ to be the n-by-n Toeplitz matrix generated by 
the generating function 0^ + 1 and solve the linear system TnX = b where b is an 
n-by-1 vector with all entries equal to l/y/n. For the details about the generating 
function 0^  + 1, we refer the readers to [4]. In both the Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the 
solid line represents the solution time required for solving the 1-D Toeplitz system 
mentioned above. From these figures, we found that the 0 (n logn) sequential 
algorithm can basically be reduced to an 0(log n) algorithm provided that the 
number of processors used is at least 2n. This suggests us to implement a parallel 
version of our 2-D Toeplitz solver on MasPar as well. 
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Measurement for the performance of 1 D-Toeplitz soh/er in Matlab 1600| 1 1 1 1 1  
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Figure 3.1: Sequential Algorithm (a=1.4043, 6=122.4000) 
Measurement for the performance of 1D-Toeplitz solver in MasPar 
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Figure 3.2: Parallel Algorithm (c=239.5110, 6=140.0000) 
For the 2-dimensional case, we consider solving the linear system T^a:= 
b where T^ is now an n^-hy-n^ block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block (BTTB) matrix, 
see [2]. We can still use the PCG method to solve such Toeplitz system with the 
matrix-vector multiplications handled by 2-D FFT. The construction ofT. Chan's 
circulant preconditioner of T^ is slightly different from that in the 1-dimensional 
case, see for instance [2]. We leave the parallel implementation details in the next 
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section. 
3.2 Parallel Implementation 
In this section, we implement our 2-Dimensional Toeplitz solver on MasPar 
(DECmpp) by fully utilizing its massively parallel power. By using the High 
Performance Fortran (HPF), the parallelization is done in a data-parallel fash-
ion. In our design, we fully exploit the use of shell script, fmex file and PVM. 
The main idea is to build a bridge using the fmex file so that M-files (MATLAB 
programs) resides in a workstation can communicate with the HPF executable 
resides in MasPar through PVM. The shell script encapsulated in the M-file of 
our package is just used for starting up the daemon of PVM automatically. All 
the main computations and parallelization are done by the HPF executable re-
sides in MasPar. Using this approach, we can have the visualization power of 
MATLAB together with the parallelization power of HPF. For this reason, the 
package we developed is portable with appropriate machine specific changes and 
easy-to-use. 
In the following sections, much emphasis has been put onto the implementa-
tion details of our Parallel 2-D Toeplitz Solver. Numerical results of an applica-
tion to ground-based astronomy will also be given to illustrate that our design 
is indeed efficient. Finally, the performance analysis of our implementation and 
the graphical interface of the parallel package will be shown in §3.2.5 and §3.2.6 
respectively. 
3.2.1 Overview of MasPar 
In this section, we give some basic features about the parallel machine we are 
using — the DECmpp 12000/Sx, where "mpp" stands for massively parallel 
processors or simply MasPar. MasPar is basically a single instruction multiple 
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data (SIMD) machine, i.e. every processor executes the same instruction but on 
different data points. The model we are using is an MP-1 which consists of totally 
8192 processors arranged in a mesh topology. Its architecture can be divided into 
two parts: 
1. Front End 
This is a processor running ULTRIX as the operating system. It is mainly 
for executing instructions on singular data. In particular, it supports the 
communication with the data parallel unit. 
2. Data Parallel Unit 
Data Parallel Unit (DPU) is a unit responsible for all of the parallel pro-
cessing. It consists of an array control unit (ACU) , a processor element 
(PE) array as well as a global router. The main function of ACU is for 
controlling the P E array and sending data or instructions to each P E si-
multaneously. For the PE array, it consists of 8192 processors arranged in 
a toroidal mesh. Each processor has 64KB local memory available for use. 
As for the global router, it governs one way of the communications between 
PEs in the P E array. 
3.2.2 Design Methodology 
There are many different ways to do parallelization. For instance, one may con-
sider connecting a cluster of workstations using message passing libraries like 
MPI [18] or PVM. However, it may not be desirable to do so as the implemen-
tation may be rather complicated and the performance may not be good enough 
since communication between the workstations can be very slow. In our design, 
we use High Performance Fortran (HPF) as the main programming language for 
the implementation, and the main computation is done in MasPar which is mas-
sively parallel. As HPF is emerging to be a prominent and robust language, we 
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believe that the portability of our implementation can be enhanced. 
Unfortunately, there is no easy way to do visualization using HPF alone. One 
can simply let the HPF program to write the resulting data in a data file and then 
get it back to MATLAB for visualization. However, we do not want to do this 
separately. Instead, we want to have an integrated environment. In other words, 
we would like to enjoy the visualization power of MATLAB and the parallelization 
power of HPF simultaneously. 
In MATLAB, there is a nice tool called fmex file which provides a channel 
for M-files (MATLAB programs) to call fortran (F77) programs directly. Thus, 
our idea is to build a bridge or a wrapper using fmex file so as to fill in the 
gap between the M-files resides in a workstation and an HPF program resides in 
MasPar, i.e., we have to make the fmex file to interface with the HPF program. 
This can be done because there is a construct called interface and end interface 
in HPF for interfacing with F77 subroutines. The problem remains to solve is how 
to pass data from the bridge (fmex file) to the HPF executable resides in MasPar 
or vice versa. This can be accomplished by using PVM. We emphasize that we 
just make use of PVM for data input and data output only. Using the directive 
cmpff77 in HPF, the HPF program can recognize those PVM subroutines as F77 
programs. For instance, if we add a statement cmpff77 PVMFSEND in an HPF 
code, then the HPF program will recognize the PVMFSEND, a built-in PVM 
subroutine, as a F77 program during compilation. In such a way, the bridge can 
be built. We have not mentioned the details about fmex and PVM. The readers 
can refer to [5, 11 . 
We remark that in our implementation, the fmex file and PVM subroutines 
are almost transparent to the programmers and the users. In fact, Siu and Tam [7 
have built a utility for easy generation of fmex files, and have collected some of 
the built-in PVM subroutines as a library. Using their library, we can simply add 
a few more lines in our HPF program for interfacing with the fmex file and PVM 
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subroutines. More precisely, to build a parallel solver for solving Tj^x = b where 
T/v is>a symmetric N-by-N BTTB matrix and N = n^, the following lines are 
just what we need to add in our HPF program: 
• include ‘ h p f . i n t ‘ 
• c a l l getrealmatr ix (b ,N, l ) 
• c a l l getrealmatrix(T,N,l ) 
• c a l l putrealmatrix(x,N,1) 
Here, hpf . int is the header file containing all the declarations of the PVM sub-
routines to be used. The functions getrealmatrix (b, N, 1), getrealmatrix (T, N，1) 
and putrealmatrix(x ,N,l ) are HPF subroutines to be interfaced with PVM. 
The former two will get an n^-by-1 real vector b and an n^-by-1 real vector T (the 
first column of T^) from MATLAB. The latter one will transfer an n^-by-1 real 
vector X (the solution) to MATLAB for visualization. 
To sum up, our approach is a hybrid one. The package we developed contains 
four main components, namely an M-file, an fmex file, the PVM environment and 
an HPF program. The control flow is as follows (see Figure 3.3): 
1. The M-file (run.m) will call a fmex file (solver.mexrs6). 
2. The fmex file will call PVM subroutines for sending messages to MasPar. 
3. PVM will invoke a slave program (solver) which is an HPF executable 
resides in MasPar. 
4. PVM will pack and send the input data to the HPF program (solver) for 
performing the main computation. 
5. Results obtained from the HPF executable (solver) will be packed and 
passed back to the fmex file via PVM. 
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6. The fmex file will pass back the received results to the M-file (run.m) for 
visualization. 
, Z “ > . X f ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
r n ^^ r ^ 
MATLAB MEX HPF 
(run.m) \ (solver.mexrs6) j (solver) 
V ^ ) ^ ^^“^ 1 一 
\ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ X ^ P V M _ ^ ^ 
FRONT END BRIDGE BACK END 
Figure 3.3: Flow chart of the package 
3.2.3 Implementation Details 
In this section, we introduce the techniques of using HPF for doing parallelization 
in a data-parallel fashion. Let us give an overview of HPF first. High Perfor-
mance Fortran (HPF) is simply an extension of Fortran 90. It is mainly for 
implementing single program multiple data (SPMD) programming model. Using 
parallel directives, the programmer can do parallelization for their applications 
more easily. It is becoming a standard programming language for different kinds 
of parallel computers. 
The HPF we are using in MasPar is called mpfortran which is a subset of 
HPF. In order to parallelize the PCG method using mpfortran, all we have to 
do is to spread all the data over the DPU of MasPar. Once the data are on 
DPU, the execution can be done in parallel over different data points. In our 
implementation, we distribute the data in a (cyclic,cyclic) manner, i.e., if we 
distribute an n-hy-n matrix ] = ( c ^ ) over the PE array in DPU, then the entries 
ttij will be assigned to F\i mod i 2 8 j mod 64) where P(^j) denotes the (z, j)-th. processor 
in the PE array. There is no need to worry about if the size of the matrix A is 
greater than the size of the PE array because the virtualization is done by the 
t 
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compiler automatically. Here, we list several different ways for forcing the data 
to be on DPU: 
• cmpf ONDPU A 
^ Force A to be on DPU using ONDPU directive 
• forall (i=l:10,j=l:10) A(i,j)=l.dO 
=> Use forall construct 
• A(l:10,l:10) = l.dO 
=^ Use Fortran 90 style (i.e. vectorization) 
• where (A > 0) A = l.dO 
令 Use mask assignment 
We remark that translating mpfortran codes to FULL HPF codes is very easy. In 
general, we need to add back some data mapping directives that are available in 
FULL HPF but are absent in mpfortran. For more details on HPF, see [6, 8, 9 . 
The remaining step in our implementation is to find a way to call the parallel ‘ 
version of FFT subroutines available in MasPar. In MasPar, those parallel FFT 
subroutines are available from the MasPar Mathematics Library (MPML). A 
compilation flag -lmpml is needed during compilation. The FFT routines that we 




The result of the above-mentioned calls will be stored in the matrix A finally. The 
2-D inverse FFT calls are of the same calling style as above, see [10] for details. 
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3.2.4 Application to Ground Based Astronomy 
As ari application of our 2-D Toeplitz solver, we consider a problem in ground-
based astronomy. We are given an observed satellite image and we want to recover 
the original satellite image. The blurring function is approximated by using a 
guide star image, see [1]. Naively, this leads to a linear system of equations 
Hx = b where H is the blurring function which is estimated from the guide star 
image and b is a vector obtained from the observed satellite image, see Figure 
3.4. However, H is a rectangular block-circulant-circulant-block (BCCB) matrix, 
see (2.11). Hence, we have to solve its normal equation instead, i.e., H*Hx 二 H*b. 
Since H*H is very ill-conditioned, we employ the Tikhonov regularization (see 
§2.1.2) which results in solving: 
{XI + H*H)x = H*b 
where I is the identity matrix and A is the regularization parameter. Here, 
(A/ + H*H) is a symmetric n^-hy-n^ block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block matrix and 
therefore we use our Parallel 2-D Toeplitz solver to solve it. 
We remark that the only data inputs needed here are the n-by-n matrix H 
(the guide star image) and the n-by-n matrix b (the observed image) which are 
used for the construction of the first column of the matrix H and the vector b 
respectively. Plug in the design methodology of our parallel solver mentioned in 
§3.2.2, we make some suitable changes in the HPF program accordingly. The 
corresponding changes are as follows: 
• c a l l getrealmatrix(b,N,1) => c a l l getrealmatrix(b,n,n) 
• c a l l getrealmatrix(T,N,1) =^ c a l l getrealmatrix(H,n,n) 
• c a l l p u t r e a l m a t r i x ( x , N , l ) � c a l l putintmatrix(x,n,n) 
The HPF executable solver and the fmex file solver.mexrs6 are modified accord-
ingly. 
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In our experiment, we choose an IBM 43P workstation as the front end to run 
our package and take a 256-by-256 pixel image for testing. Thus, we are solving 
a linear system of dimension 256^-by-256^. However, by using our package, the 
recovered satellite image (see Figure 3.5) can be visualized within 26.6410 seconds. 
This is a speed up of 13.5130 times compared with that using the sequential solver 
written in MATLAB (see Table 3.2). 
• • 
Figure 3.4: Guide Star Image (Left) and Observed Image (Right) 
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Figure 3.5: Recovered Image using Parallel Algorithm 
(10 iterations with regularization parameter A = 10"^) 
Sequential Algorithm (Matlab) Parallel Algorithm (HPF) Speed Up 
360 sec 26.6410 sec 13.5130 
Table 3.2: Performance Measurement 
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3.2.5 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we give a brief performance analysis about our parallel implemen-
tation of the Toeplitz Solvers. Let us consider the 1-dimensional case first. 
Recall that the basic computational kernels of the PCG method (see Table 
3.1) can actually be divided as follows: 
• inner products 
• vector updates 
• matrix-vector multiplications 
• construction of preconditioner 
For sequential implementation, the time complexity required for each kernel 
is given below in Table 3.3. 
Kernel Time Complexity 
inner products 0 (n ) 
vector updates 0 (n ) 
matrix-vector multiplications 0 {n log n) 
construction of preconditioner 0 (n ) 
Table 3.3: Time Complexity for Sequential Implementation 
Suppose we have p processors where p < n. Based on our parallel implementation 
using the data-parallel paradigm, the time complexity required by each kernel can 
be reduced as shown in Table 3.4. 
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Kernel Time Complexity 
— 
inner products 0{— logp) 
7¾ vector updates O(—) 
2  
77/ matrix-vector multiplications 0(-logp) 
2  71 construction of preconditioner O(—) 
y 2  
Table 3.4: Time Complexity for Parallel Implementation 
The above results can simply be explained by the fact that the data elements are 
being held in each processor using cut-and-stack manner and hence there will be 
n/p levels to be operated for each kernel with each level being done in parallel. 
As a result, the overall time complexity of our Parallel 1-D Toeplitz Solver will be 
ji 
of 0 ( - logp). Note that 'iip = 0{n), the overall time complexity will be reduced 
further to 0(logn) which matches our numerical results very well, see Figure 3.2 
in §3.1. 
As for the 2-dimensional case, the above analysis is still valid except that the 
problem size is changed from n to n^ and the matrix-vector multiplications are 
handled by 2-D FFT instead of 1-D FFT. In fact, the 2-D FFT of an n-by-n 
matrix T can be expressed in terms of the 1-D FFT as follows: 
fft2d(T) = fftld(fFtld(T)')S 
where fft2d denotes the 2-D FFT and fftld denotes the 1-D FFT. Therefore, the 
time complexity of the sequential 2-D FFT is of 0{n^ logn) and consequently the 
time complexity for the sequential 2-D Toeplitz Solver will be of 0{n^ logn). 
Let us write down the time complexity required by each kernel in the PCG 
method for the parallel implementation of our 2-D Toeplitz Solver as follows: 
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Kernel Time Complexity 
^  
inner products 0{—k>gp) 
^^2 
vector updates 0(—)  ^  
j2 
matrix-vector multiplications 0(一 logp)  ^  
72 
construction of preconditioner 0(—) 
y i_ 2  
Table 3.5: Time Complexity for Parallel Implementation (2-D Case) 
^2 
According to Table 3.5, the overall time complexity is of 0 ( — l o g p ) . Thus, 
P 
i f p = 0 (n) , we can expect the time complexity can be reduced from 0{n^ logn) 
to 0 (n logn ) by using our Parallel 2-D Toeplitz Solver instead of the sequential 
solver. 
As a final remark, the above analysis should be carried out in a more serious 
way with the communication overhead taken into account, see §1.3.1. However, 
we would like to point out that this factor should be minor in our implementa-
tion because the parallel FFT we are using are of minimum latency so that the 
communication overhead should be small, see [10 . 
3.2.6 The Graphical Interface 
As claimed previously, our Parallel 2-D Toeplitz Solver is easy-to-use. This stems 
from the fact that a nice graphical interface was built on top of the parallel 
package. The aim of this section is to introduce how to operate our parallel 
package through the graphical interface provided. 
Indeed, to use our parallel package, the user needs only knowledge in Mat-
lab. First, he/she has to start up Matlab and then initiate the parallel package 
by typing "run". Then, the graphical interface will come into effect and then 
everything will be menu-driven. 
The graphical interface consists of three different types of menus and they form 
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a three-level hierarchy. The outer-most menu is the main menu, see Figure 3.6. 
Such ,menu gives the user four options: "Blurring Function", "Blurred Image", 
"Deblur" and "Quit" • The user can quit the program at any time by clicking the 
option "Quit". To input the data for the blurring function or the blurred image, 
the user should either click the option "Blurring Function" or "Blurred Image" 
from the main menu. 
Afterwards, another type of menu, the choice menu, will be displayed, see 
Figure 3.7. It gives the user two further options: "MAT Format" and "GIF 
Format". The former one refers to the "Matlab Data Format" and the latter one 
refers to the "GIF Data Format". If the blurring function or the blurred image 
is stored in the graphical format GIF, then the option "GIF Format" should be 
chosen. Otherwise, the user should click the option "MAT Format" if the data is 
stored in Matlab data format. 
Now, it comes to the inner-most menu, the Matlab Data Format Menu 
and the Gif Data Format Menu, see Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Depending on which 
choice the user has chosen from the choice menu, one of these menus will be 
popped up accordingly. The user can key in the filename of the data inside the 
small box. By pressing "enter", the data input process will come to an end. 
Suppose that the user has already gone through both the options "Blurring 
Function" and "Blurred Image" from the main menu. If the user has done all 
the data input properly, then, the user can start the image restoration process by 
clicking the option "Deblur" from the main menu. The recovered image will be 
visualized once it is computed. 
In summary, we have presented a graphical interface which comes with the 
parallel package. 
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Figure 3.7: Choice Menu 
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